Rebuilding the fabulated bodies of the Hoard-warriors A s a S i m o n M i t t m a n a a n d P a t r i c i a M a c C o r m a c k Abstract When Anglo-Saxon warriors buckled on gem encrusted, intricately wrought gold arms and armor, they did not merely transform their appearance, but shifted their fundamental ontology. We consider objects from the Staffordshire Hoard as embodiments of fah and aelf-sciéne, specifically Anglo-Saxon ideas of visual splendor, and the modern notion of bling in order to excavate their role in the transformation of men into posthuman teratological wonders. We strive to imagine the hoard not as a series of objects but as embodied apparatuses inextricable from those who wore them and from the violence they were intended to fend off, yet accelerate.
Gū ðbyrne scā n heard hondlocen; hrin _ gīren scīr song in searwum. ā hīe tō sele furðum in hyra gryre _ geatwum gangan cwō mon.
- [Their coats of mail shone hard, hand-formed; iron rings shining resounded in their armor, when first into the hall, in their terror-ornaments, they came advancing.] 1 They moved like one creature, huge strange machine. Sunlight gleamed on their helmets and cheekguards and flashed off their spearpoints, blinding.' -John Gardner, Grendel What does it mean to cover oneself in armor of iron, gold, and gems? What does it mean to become profoundly, dangerously resplendent? When Beowulf and his men arrive on the shores of Daneland, what does it mean that they are wearing 'gryre _ geatwum,' that is, 'horror-' or 'terror-ornaments' (Anonymous, 2008, l. 324) ? How would the warriors who wore what became the Staffordshire Hoard have appeared not to us, but to their enemies on the field of battle? Are these resplendent creatures monstrous, that is, teratological (from the Greek teras, the fascination of terror and wonder)? Or heroic? Or both: true ancient teratological gods who collapse all binaries in their excess? This essay explores the Hoard-wearing warrior as an emergence of fah, embodying the aelf-sciéne of posthuman teratological wonder, where the visual coalesces with the incandescently otherworldly. The Old English terms, further explicated below, describe affects of encounters with things both wondrous and terrifying, beautiful and destructive. In posthuman theory, the field of teratology has become increasingly crucial in exploring the less hermeneutic, less futuristic and more material forms of cyborg or fabulated monster. Teras, the coalescence of horror and wonder, aversion and desire, resonates with fah and aligns posthuman teratology studies with those of the Hoard-warriors. We propose a kind of fah teratology which takes into account the purposefulness of armor and weaponry as signifying imminent acts of violence. Where monsters insinuate threat, warriors promise it; to deny this forgets the monstrous violence of the battlefield. Hybridity -both of emergence and of affect -is another crucial concept common to both fah and teratology, and so another aspect of our investigation. The Hoard-warriors thus occupy an important place in tracing an alternate genealogy of posthuman bodies as gods and monsters who have always been: past cyborgs and future imaginings of a more decorative, textured, and horrifically seductive creature of science fiction.
We imagine the Hoard not as a series of objects but as embodied apparatuses inextricable from those wearing them. As cyborg, monstrous, hybrid elicitator of fah, the Hoard-warrior is both fighter and poseur, terrestrial in his impending battle and otherworldly in the godlike visage of metals. His violent visual assault stands in for actual fighting capacity. In these ways, the warrior fulfills criteria of cyborg, god, and monster, all of which make up the posthuman as embodied spectacle and affective icon. This essay explores the material-actualized affectivity of the Hoard-warrior as an event, a visual spectacle as encounter without distance or dialectic objectivity. The collapse of this binary is crucial in understanding the fah of the Hoard-warrior and crucial too in understanding the posthuman potentialities of the Hoard.
These bits and pieces of gold and garnet, these wrought, cut, polished, filed, and filigreed fragments, were once held and worn by real people. This fact gets lost in technical analyses and museum displays and needs to be forcefully asserted. The objects are extricated from their lived relationship when studied as objects; these were corporeal inflections not only belonging to the flesh, signifying wealth, certainly, and status, of course, but also an intimacy between flesh and creative synthetic esthetics, elaborating and extending the limits of the flesh. Their value as objects of power lies not (or not merely) in their symbolic valence, but in their invocations of physical force, hammered into their designs and conferred to those who wore these 'terror-ornaments' and wielded them in battles. They are both worn and wielded, carried and utilized as the subject of the warrior, and so they create an intimacy with the body akin to fleshly extension and thus subject modification, creating an emergent new warrior through bodily adornment.
Imagining these objects as refigurations of the body should shift our focus from their symbolic function to their form as mobile corporeal expression. This shift is crucial in apprehending the new organization of flesh these fragments performed. They both fragmented the forms of the bodies who melded with them and created the materiality of expression itself as a fragmented series of interactions between flesh and metal, design and skin; they are zones of shared corresponding intensities. The Hoard-warrior is unique, fabulated: less a powerful human than a creature of otherwordly genesis, a plane of power itself with no referent, but dazzling to encounter.
This dazzle -like the sunlight that flashes off of the arms and armor of Beowulf and his troop and blinds Grendel in Gardner's retelling -is central to the potency of the new warrior fabulation (Figure 1) .
The resultant hybrid is not a monster (at least not a known one) and not a god (though many, including the god of Moses, blaze with light and are blinding); the fusion of metal and man does not recreate a known thing but instead creates a new being. That it also creates relations with other planes of intensity -the shine of the sun, the myopia caused by the glare off armor, the sound of the metallic plates colliding -furthers the creature's extensivity. The warrior's relationship with natural and other elements makes him not just an object in space but rather a force in an otherworldly relation with surrounding elements. His relationship with the world has changed.
The Anglo-Saxon warrior -like other warriors from other eras -was a construction, built out of the metalwork casings around parts of his body, the steel and iron, the gold and garnet grafted onto him to produce a being far greater than the ordinary man that was merely one of its component parts. As Rodger Wilkie writes regarding medieval literary warriors like Cethern Mac Fintain and Beowulf, 'What if the epic hero were a cyborg? What if his armaments were not merely things that he used (tools), but rather components in a biological-technological hybrid identity?' Through an acknowledgement of the integration of technology and flesh, we can gain 'a revelation of the hero as a figure occupying the border between the human and the non-human -his nature as not just born but made, as not just man but also machine and therefore tool' (Wilkie, 2012, n.p.) .
While it might be tempting to dismiss (or celebrate) these shining objects as so much medieval bling, this would be to stress their visual impact on human viewers. As Krista Thompson writes, 'even as bling denotes an investment in the light of visibility, the concept may also be seen to pinpoint the limits of the visible world: the instant that reflected light bounces off a shiny object, it denies and obliterates vision' (Thompson, 2009, 483) . The shine of gold -whether on Cash Money Millionaires's Baby Gangsta, who coined the term in 1998 (Thompson, 2009, 483) , or on The Battle of Maldon's Byrhtnoð, whose name literally translates as 'Bright Boldness' -pushes back against the very vision that might be taken as its ostensible target. Like much early medieval art, the objects of the Hoard were designed to serve more important functions than prompts for human spectatorship, and they deny at least some of our scopic pleasure. Byrhtnoð wields a sword that is 'bruneccg' ['lustrous-edged'] and 'fealohilte' ['gold-hilted'] (Anonymous, 1981, ll. 163 and 166) , but its purpose -at which it fails, like so many swords in Anglo-Saxon poetry -is to break armor and take life: Ða he oþerne ofstlice sceat, þaet seo byrne tobaerst; he waes on breostum wund þurh ða hringlocan, him aet heortan stod aetterne ord (Anonymous, 1981, ll. 143-146) .
['Then he another quickly shot so that the byrnie burst apart; he was wounded in the breast through the coat of mail; at his heart stood a poisonous spear.'] That the Maldon poet dwells on the gleaming of Byrhtnoð's sword, rather than on its sharpness or firmness, suggests that its visual qualities are integral, even essential, to its function.
The Hoard objects as museum pieces will inevitably be indexed by the materials with which they are made and the contemporary context of those materials. Guy Halsall, for example, has calculated that the objects were of immense value, comprising enough gold, in raw weight, to have bought about 80 horses; of course the workmanship, as well as the gems, silver, and millefiori glass, invested them with yet more material value (Halsall, 2015, n.p.) . In his criticism of such compulsions to index the world according to the human (rather than understand the human within the world), Michel Serres calls this ominiscent tendency a blinding reversal of human and world: 'the concrete world behaves as if we have made it; similarly the money we mint and the projects we undertake act towards us as if we have not produced them' (Serres, 2014, 29) . A focus on the 'blingness' of the armor and sword privileges the making of the world by the human as a subject extricated from that world and is a decidedly postindustrial mode of understanding, where object and subject are discrete and the relationships of objects to humans are as additions (what we 'have') rather than extensions (what we are becoming with them). When worn, the Hoard objects recreated the world -if we imagine them in use and as part of the warrior body, where body and world are co-emergent; this perspective supplants the simplified belief that the medieval human occupied and grappled with the world, or that the postindustrial human has produced the world through endless signifiers of capital. By being us within the world, yet an 'us' we find utterly unrecognizable and otherworldly, the warriors demand we reframe our referencing of the world, and thus the world becomes new. 'The visual,' 'value,' and even 'object' are all rethought when we configure their relationship as part of -rather than as belonging to -the warrior.
The blood-red garnets favored in the Hoard -as in Anglo-Saxon and other early medieval metalwork, more broadly -recall the three invocations of things described in Beowulf as 'blode fah' ['stained,' or 'decorated with blood']: Hrothgar's hall, Grendel's mere, and the body of a fallen warrior (Anonymous, 2008 (Anonymous, , ll. 934, 1593 (Anonymous, , 2974 . Is this what it means to be 'Bright Boldness,' to wear 'terror ornaments'? The objects catalyze wonder, which is the myopia of tears -of beauty and fear, a monstrous fascination, a compelling invigoration and reminder of every sense. As Timothy McCall writes about the 'glamour, resplendence, luster, and splendour' of '[l]ight radiating from the […] clothing, jewels, and armor of flesh-and blood princes' of later periods, these 'illustrious bodies were charismatic, drawing gazes and desire toward them' (McCall, 2013, 445) .
The cheek pieces are a caress ( Figure 2) ; the zoomorphic elements are interkingdom connections with unthinkable textures and hyper-heightened senses; the written inscriptions are tattoos of speech and sound -but each can only be glimpsed at their moment of use. Together, these objects worked to construct a posthuman warrior, to generate a medieval 'cyborg state' in which 'the body, interfaced with state-of-the-art weapons technology, becomes more effective in its given task than it could otherwise be, while the technology itself limits and more importantly defines the function and thus the social role of the hero's body' (Wilkie, 2012) . This process of fabulation constructs the hero out of the man and in so doing 'brings added strength to the individual,' as Henri Bergson states of this process (Bergson, 1935, 120) .
The human face is not a natural phenomenon. It is a most intricate signifying machine. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari state of the facial machine, 'it is necessary to produce successive divergence types of deviance for everything that (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, 177) . Encounters with the face operate to place the subject within recognizable categories of race, gender, age, class, or whichever binary options are most important for each geographical and temporal state. The face is then univocalized -made into one expression that becomes the subject -and the status of that subject is affirmed through position in the social order or hierarchy. The face is inhuman insofar as it entirely alienates the human from being a being, but makes it instead a subject, subject to signifying systems and their associated values. This system functions in relation not only simply to the posthuman -the human who resists humanization through the facial signifying machine -but also to what Julia Kristeva has referred to as 'the in-between, the ambiguous, the composite' (Kristeva, 1982, 4) . This is her 'abject,' and our 'monstrous.' The hoard-warrior fulfills 'not the individuality of the face […] but the efficacy of the ciphering it makes possible' (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, 175) . To say the face is natural denies each face its specificity both as belonging entirely to a unique body and as belonging to an individual who does not choose the significations bestowed upon a face (though of course we do not choose how our subjectivity is read via the face with which we are born.). When the face is adorned with a mask, however, it can both confound and connect the face with the entire body as a newly organized corporeal expression. The Hoard-warriors were thus adorned and thereby recomposed. Their masks survive in fragments, such as the gold cheek piece (Figure 2 ), covered in zoomorphic interlace and geometric patterning. This is a hefty piece of metalwork, but other more fragile fragments that covered Hoard-warriors' faces also survive. One small piece of silver foil was perhaps part of the mask of a warrior and is also stamped with images of other warriors (Figure 3) .
Like the warrior whose face was in part obscured by this very object, the warriors on the foil fragment are faceless. Their heads are gone, but (like the hoard itself) their arms and armor survive. We see round shields, swords or scabbards, spear shafts, and variously patterned coats of mail. The three figures stand in formation, with their shields in a straight line; their abstracted arms look like the connecting rod on a locomotive, driving this faceless assemblage of men and materials forward into battle. All of the elements within the image make new possibilities, and their presence on the mask of the warrior makes for yet more potentialities.
We are trying to look at the fabulated warrior, and yet our glance is rebuffed by the shine. The single inscription in the Hoard calls out: 'Rise up, Lord, may your enemies be dispersed and those who hate you flee from your face' (Figure 4) (Okasha, 2012, 189) . The inscription is an invocation, an incantation, on a gold fragment that was originally pinned to something (Okasha, 2012, 187) . Leslie Webster calls it 'a fierce biblical text invoking the scattering of God's enemies […] framed within the body of an equally fierce creature with a triple-forked tongue […] both designed to ward off evil' (Webster, 2012, 125) . They do so through the same mechanism as bling, by pushing back against the vision of the viewer, of the competitor, of the enemy. They empower the warrior by denying a gaze at his face. Moses descends from Mount Sinai, with his face disfigured through direct contact with God, horned -or perhaps shining with rays -and therefore needing the masweh, the veil before his face to protect his followers from 'the gruesome sight' he had become (Eerdmans, 1939, 20-22; Propp, 1987, 384) . So too, the shining prosthetics of the hoard press against vision and thereby convey combative power.
Comparable strips bearing Latin liturgical texts on a helmet from York were fastened in the shape of the cross. As Okasha argues, 'The function of these strips was no doubt to afford added protection, both material and divine, to the wearer of the helmet' (Okasha, 2012, 192) . Don Skemer notes, 'Quotations or readings from scripture were among the standard elements in textual amulets from antiquity until the end of the Middle Ages. Brief quotations embodying the word of God and the promise of divine protection could function as life-saving textual shields and powerful weapons against demons' (Skemer, 2006, 84) .
The texts did not have to be legible to their bearers to function; indeed, neither the material nor the divine protection afforded by these inscribed strips of metal relies on the inscriptions' being legible by human readers. The power contained in an inscription of the Word of God is not in its reading, but in its original inscribing and its fundamental existence. Indeed, a common term for spoken 'Anglo-Saxon Christian hymns or prayers [was] loricae (from the Latin word for a leather cuirass or metal breastplate)' because these 'offered verbal body armor to protect people and their immortal souls' (Skemer, 2006, 42) . The texts and images of the Hoard objects were planes of power rather than symbols or messages for human reflection. The defensive shine of the gold is echoed not merely in the content of the inscription, but in its inscribed power. In the body of a three-tongued monster, written in glinting silver upon gleaming gold, the inscription is a key piece of the code that runs the cyborg Hoard-warrior, grafted to his armor that is in turn strapped to his flesh.
What the encounter with the incandescing warrior makes possible opens out the planes of the facialized body, delivered from function and enclosure. Identity is neither visible nor invisible; the Hoard creates from signified human flesh forms animal, human, and metal -'each free faciality trait forms a rhizome with a freed trait of landscapeity, picturality or musicality' (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, 190) . The quality of the Hoard includes animal, patterning, and sensorial motifs, and at the same time makes the warrior himself the landscape of that inclusion. His body is a mark and is marked as a territory of making possible. This opening to the possible is indispensable for the warrior seeking to strike the enemy. The Hoard-warrior is a site, within a site, archaeologically and historically, and in a fabulated cultural memory when we unearth the Hoard. The Hoard-warrior's status in history is similarly real without being temporally fixed, immanent, and emergent. Like the hybrid monster fabulations contained on many of its objects, the Hoard shows a fabulated time, perhaps a 'demonics' of time itself, in its ambiguity, and in shining -now and within our grasp -a celestial time, also. For Deleuze and Guattari, 'demonology' describes unknown nature, or being as a practice of expression and affect -what one does to other elements, what one becomes in unnatural participations with unlike entities (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, 240) . History suggests time is a series of places that can be unearthed and empirically known, chronologically and causally. But the Hoard in its ignition of imagined use and affect -both of its time and for today -relies on the unnatural participation of metal, flesh and nature, just as its affects rely on protective function, elicitation of wonder and embodiments of otherworldliness. This makes it more than a collection of items from a particular time, signifying a clear picture of that time. Its use was fabulation, so it makes a fabulation of the time it conjures for the historian.
The Old English fah is a monstrously seductive, variegated beauty that is also, in The Dream of the Rood, the stain of sin: 'ond ic synnum fā h' ['and I, stained with sin'] (Anonymous, 2004, l. 13) . It is a special brand of Insular beauty; the term is used for swords and serpents, 'meaning hostile or guilty but also beautiful or decorated in variegated colouring […] both beautiful and deadly' (Karkov, 2001, 75-76) . The energetic imagery of Insular and Anglo-Saxon manuscripts are filled with much the same visual vocabulary as the objects of the Hoard (see Figure 1 in the 'Introduction' to this volume). Like the Hoard objects, the St. Gallen Gospels (Figure 5 ), for example -along with the famous imagery of the Book of Durrow, the Book of Kells, the Lindisfarne Gospels, and others -is replete with linear and zoomorphic interlace, spiral whorls, patterned feathers, step-designs and abstracted figures. No finitude exists in the encounter with the armored Hoarder, no oscillation between two options of humananimal, human-cyborg/metallic form, and shining beauty/stained sin. The Dream's cross wavers before the Dreamer, unfolding in time, at one moment covered in blood and the next shining with gold -easily pictured as the gold and the blood-red garnets of the hoard: hwīlum hit waes mid waetan bestēmed, beswyled mid swā tes gange, hwīlum mid since gegyrwed (Anonymous, 2004, ll. 22-23) [Sometimes it was with wetness made damp, Stained with the flowing of blood; sometimes with treasure adorned.]
The Hoard-warrior, in contrast, is all at once, and more emphatically in excess of a grammar of perception and subjectivization. Dominik Perler claims that in medieval thought 'angels provide the model for pure cognition without any material constraint' (Perler, 2008, 148) . The dressed warrior liberates through materiality because his relationship is not with his objects -he is his objects, and they he, in his becoming-warrior. Sensorial cognition -the experience of the affect of the warrior -is the encounter without comprehension, like the demon, the monster, the threshold of perception, and sensation. Becoming aware of the warrior upon and as landscape reflects the angel as cognition, without need for a deferred meaning. Shine, of the rays that are Moses' horns, of the gold and gems of the Hoard, of Byrhtnoð and of Baby Gangsta's bling, is all and always the Anglo-Saxon aelf-sciéne -a beauty that is alluring but fey, powerful, and dangerous (Bosworth, 2010, 15) . The shining elf, the faceless angel, and the warrior devoid of identifying face -all are clothed in the ambiguities which, catalyzing thought in the witness, show only the recognition of constraints.
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